Creative and interactive learning

Easy to set up and ready to go, Acer Chrome based devices are perfect for using Google Apps for Education, a set of productivity tools designed to enable teachers and students to communicate, collaborate, and share. It includes Google Classroom, which allows teachers to quickly create, review and grade assignments and provide real-time feedback, while each student can keep track of what’s due and get organised.

Google Apps for education

- Classroom
- Docs
- Drive
- Sheets
- Slides
- Calendar
- Site
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Acer and Google Chrome for Education

Built on a fresh approach to computing, Chrome-based devices are gaining ground as an alternative to traditional ecosystems. Together with Google Apps for Education and Google Management Console, they are specially suitable for the educational environment.

Acer’s rich line-up of Chrome-based devices spans across form factors and usage profiles, to better fit schools and users’ needs. Whether you want to fulfill basic or more demanding tasks, you will find an Acer Chrome-based products that is just right for you. Acer offers a complete portfolio of Chromebooks - with 11.6”, 13.3” or 15.6” displays - as well as a desktop version - Chromebox.

6 reasons why choosing Acer Chromebooks for Education
Chromebook starts within 7 seconds. Just a blink and you are ready to study or play.

- **SPEED THROUGH YOUR TASKS**
  With the latest processor technology.

- **EXTREME BATTERY**
  Work or sit back and relax for as long as you like. You won’t need to recharge for more than 8 hours.

- **AUTO OS AND APPS UPDATES**
  Another thing you don’t have to worry about.

- **INTEGRATED SECURITY**
  Chrome-devices are protected against any threats. No more dithering about anti-virus software.

- **DIVE INTO ANY ACTIVITY**
  Google Apps for Education offer the suite of free productivity tools for classroom collaboration.

- **TOP MANAGEABILITY**
  Google Management Console makes it easy for schools to configure and manage devices.

Built-in Reliability

Life on the go is tough and this is especially true for kids targeted devices. In fact, kids can be clumsy and they are likely to knock or even drop their devices. So Acer took extra care in designing its range of Chromebooks to make sure they are durable and resistant to blows and mistreatment.

They look beautiful but their structure is sturdy. Students can carry them around all day in their backpacks at school, home and even on vacation, and be sure they are always ready when they need them.
**Acer Chromebook C730**

Simple, stylish and well built, the Acer Chromebook C730 is strong enough to withstand life’s blows and knocks unscathed. It features a sturdy chassis and an innovative spill resistant keyboard. In fact, hidden beneath the keyboard there is a unique gutter system designed to drain the liquid away from internal parts. You can spill as much as 330 ml of liquid without even giving it a second thought.

On top of this, it delivers up to 8.5 hours battery life, allowing students to accomplish all daily tasks and more. The 802.11ac technology boosts Wi-Fi performance and improves range of coverage meaning you can get online faster and enjoy a great browsing experience. Whether inside or outside, the 11.6” HD Acer ComfyView non-glare display delivers a great viewing experience.

---

**Acer Chromebook C740**

Acer Chromebook C740 is a tough cookie. With a thicker and stronger top cover and longer hinge brackets, it can endure a lot of pressure and twist action. Additionally, reinforced chassis means you can drop it from a 60 cm height without damages. Well-spaced keys and a good travel distance provide a comfortable typing experience, which is perfect for typing homework or reports. To round off the user experience, the C740 delivers swift performance thanks to 5th generation Intel processors, faster wireless Internet connection, up to 9 hours of battery life and clearer video chats thanks to the built-in web cam supporting HDR imaging.

---

**Acer Chromebook C738T**

Not sure if you want a laptop or a tablet? With the Acer Chromebook C738T you get the best of both worlds. It literally bends over backwards for you, giving you four usage modes to choose from: laptop, pad, display and tent. Whether you need to type a lengthy text, browse the Web, or watch a video, it swiftly adapts to your needs. The 360-degree dual torque hinge lets you easily flip the device with just one hand and is sturdy enough to guarantee a wobble free touch experience. When the display is overturned the audio channels automatically reverse, just like the content on the screen, so you always get an immersive experience.

Slim and stylish, with its stunning textured metallic finish, it also delivers faster connection via 802.11ac technology and a bright video conference experience thanks to HDR imaging support. Running on latest Intel processors, the Acer Chromebook C738T is up to your daily computing needs.

---

**Acer Chromebook C740**

Acer Chromebook C740 is a tough cookie. With a thicker and stronger top cover and longer hinge brackets, it can endure a lot of pressure and twist action. Additionally, reinforced chassis means you can drop it from a 60 cm height without damages. Well-spaced keys and a good travel distance provide a comfortable typing experience, which is perfect for typing homework or reports. To round off the user experience, the C740 delivers swift performance thanks to 5th generation Intel processors, faster wireless Internet connection, up to 9 hours of battery life and clearer video chats thanks to the built-in web cam supporting HDR imaging.
Acer Chromebook C910

Meet Acer Chromebook C910, the first Chrome-based device with a 15.6” display. It comes with Full HD screen and IPS technology for wide viewing angle. What’s more, it runs on 5th generation Intel processors, boasting an Intel Core i3 processor that sets it apart from all other Chromebooks in terms of performance and makes it fast enough for more demanding tasks.

But there is more. With a slim yet tough top cover and reinforced corners, the Acer Chromebook C910 is life and kids resistant. Housed in a premium and stylish chassis, this device is perfect to be used for long periods of time. And with up to 9 hours of battery life, you can also forget about the charger while you click, scroll, swipe and zoom effortlessly on its ultra large, responsive touchpad. Booming, upward facing stereo speakers bring entertainment to life with immersive audio.

Acer Chromebox

Small enough to be attached to the back of a monitor (with optional VESA brackets), the Acer Chromebox is ideal to be used in the classroom while keeping the desk tidy and clean. The Intel® Celeron® and Intel® Core® i3 processors as well as a 16GB SSD drive make it responsive and well performing. Whether wireless, thanks to 802.11ac/a/b/g/n technology and dual antenna design, or cabled, with Gigabit Ethernet, Acer Chromebox ensures a fast Internet experience. External devices such as digital cameras and smartphones can be easily connected via four USB 3.0.

With Intel HD graphics and supporting up to Ultra HD video, it delivers a stunning visual experience. It can be completed with a plug and go videoconference set, including webcam, microphone and speaker and remote control. The solution allows setting up videoconferences or online trainings with up to 15 participants, while you can use the remote control to start conversation, share a screen, collaborate or type text messages.

Running on easy to manage, always up to date and secure Chrome OS, this solution is great to foster collaboration across schools or for long distance learning.

Acer Chromebook C810

Boasting a Quad-core ARM processor, Acer Chromebook C810 delivers record levels of performance and up to 13 hours battery life, while with 802.11ac technology it delivers up to three times faster Wi-Fi connection. The comfortable 13.3” Full HD screen offers a stunningly clear and bright viewing experience, while the Acer ComfyView anti-glare panel increases contrast and sharpness and reduces the strain on the eyes. The fan-less design makes it quiet enough to be used in a library, while the thin and light design makes it perfect to carry everywhere.

Delivering up to 13 hours of battery life, you can forget the charger, accomplish all your daily tasks and still have enough to enjoy a movie or a game in the evening. Fast booting - only 10 seconds and it is good to go - and two USB 3.0 ports to quickly access and store data, complete the picture.